Spring is Here!
New Beginnings!

Spring is a time of renewal, growth, and new beginnings. It is time to spring forward and look towards the future.
COVID vaccinations are becoming widely available, and we have the potential to resume some form of normalcy.

My gosh, what an incredible year we have just completed.
I am excited about the potential to move ahead. We have learned a lot about ourselves, our country, and our world as
we all worked at surviving this pandemic the best way we could. It’s now time to reflect on what worked for you as
we flow into spring and anticipate sun-filled
filled summer months.
Think about harnessing springs blossoming energy to ppropel
ropel you forward in a loving, kind, and generous manner.
Share warmheartedness and LOVE with yourself, your family, friends, colleagues, and pets. Uncover plants that have
survived the long winter months and bathe them with joy and springs budding glory.
Allow yourself to HAVE FUN wallowing in the renewal of spring’s beauty. Enjoy nature’s bounty as we watch trees
magically shed their winter bark and blossom with new buds of growth. Listen to the birds sing their joy as they
circle above us and glide beyond
d our sight, getting ready to prepare for their own new family of love.
Share in nature’s glory and surround yourself with LOVE. It is time to move forward and spring ahead, mindful of all
we have overcome. Spring is a time of new beginnings. Let yourself fly on and enjoy the magic of this new life, new
beginnings, and new growth.

Successful Completion of Reiki Immersion Online - WOW!

March 2021 was a magical time of teaching 90 people the joys of Reiki, a natural energy healing modality. We are all
composed of energy. Reiki can activate our own healing power with just one day of training. I am delighted to see the
growth of Reiki as over
er 800 people registered for my free webinar: Reiki Works! Discover Your Natural Healing
Ability and Explore Afterlife Communication. Here’s a link to the free recording of this delightful session of
enlightenment: Reiki Works
Three certificate provided Reiki classes, each for 6 contact hours, were taught online. Reiki can be very effectively
delivered virtually! Each class had multiple 1:1 sessions where attendees received and provided Reiki with
great success. I was delighted to have all OT practitioners, educators, and attendees receive 6.0 National Board of
Certification of Occupational Therapy continuing education credit for attending each class.
At the end of each class, a survey on the effectiveness of Reiki was completed with the following results:
Reiki Master (requires 6 months of practice plus a 1:1 interview with me before attending class) received 100%
Excellent ratings
Reiki Level II (where attendees
ndees learned “why” and “how” Reiki works, plus discover long distance healing and
supplemental modalities) received 98% Excellent/Very Good results
Reiki Level I (attendees have their own Reiki energy activated and learn to provide self
self-Reiki
Reiki and Reiki to others in

just one day of training) received 96% Excellent/Very Good results.
I am thrilled to offer Reiki Immersion Online again in March 2022!

Sound and Energy Healing
Wednesday, April 14, 77-8:00 pm EST

Want to relax, refresh, and bathe in three sound healing delights? Attend the American Occupational Therapy
Association INSPIRE Virtual Conference this year, which begins April 6, 2021.
I am honored to provide a Sound and Energy Healing presentation along with leading a guided meditation on
Wellness Wednesday, April 14, from 7--8:00
8:00 pm EST. Listen to the melodic beauty of Freenotes, the stunning
percussive energy from The Hang, and the enlightening vibrational sounds of crystal singing bowls. Let your soul fly
f
with a guided meditation journey designed to soothe your heart and embrace your awesome abilities. Register for the
conference at AOTA.org and join me for an evening of delightful music
musical and sound relaxation.

IANDS Santa Barbara, CA
Wednesday, April 14, 77-9 pm Pacific Time

I am delighted to share my multiple Spiritual Transformative Experiences with the International Association of Near
Death Studies (IANDS) Santa Barbara, CA group on Wednesday, April 14, from 77-9
9 pm Pacific Coast Time.
My discovery that I could communicate with my deceased brother David, even though I had no psychic or spiritual
awareness, propelled a shaman to enter my life. I learned how to continue communicating with my brother and
hundreds of spiritual entities, mastered
ered automatic writing, meditation, and shamanic journeying. Reiki became part of
my life as I learned how this modality enhances afterlife communication.
It took me 20 years to find the courage to divulge these events in my award
award-winning book Change Maker, How My
Brother’s Death Woke Up My Life. It will be great fun to share these adventures with the IANDS wonderful Santa
Barbara group!

When the Psychology Professor
Met the Minister

I am excited to recommend a terrific book: When the Psychology Professor Met the Minister,, written by two friends
of mine, Dave Roberts, a Psychology Professor from my undergraduate alma mater, Utica College, and Patty Furino,
an interfaith minister. This book can transform your vision of earthly existence into one that recognizes the
connectedness of all life.
Allow yourself to become immersed in Dave’s experiences as he processes the passage of his beautiful 18-year-old
18
daughter, Jeannine. Dave experiences a multitude of signs from Jeannine following her passage. He is assisted in
understanding
ng their meaning and purpose by Patty Furino, a wise and spiritually connected interfaith minister.
Enjoy the magic this book can bring into your life as we ponder the existence of life eternal.

Heart Math Institute

Our hearts are filled with beautiful energy that can be harnessed and shared with ourselves and others. I’ve been
enjoying the wisdom of the Heart Math Institute a lot and encourage you to check out this amazing organization.
Our hearts are able to function independently from our brains. Hearts have their own ability to feel, process, and
learn. Positive energy facilitates positive bodily reactions, including scientifically valid studies showing that heart
rhythms become more stable with positive heartfelt emotions rather than negative emotional upheaval.
Our mental capabilities, intuition, and skills improve when our hearts are positively activated. One of my most
favorite phrases is that positive thought facilitates positive actions. Our hearts respond exceptionally well, both
physiologically and psychologically, to positive heartfelt emotions!

Big Hugs to YOU!

Please wrap your beautiful arms around yourself and receive a huge hug from me to glorious you.
Spring has arrived, and it's time to move forward with heartfelt JOY and LOVE.
Sending you lots of LOVE always and forever,

